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Claims

,We claim:

1\ An exercise bicycle comprising:

a frame, including a seat and handlebars;

Va high-inertia flywheel having a hub at a center of rotation, the flywheel being

rotatably supported on the frame at the hub;

a drive train, including a drive sprocket, a crank arm attached to and extending

from the drive sprocket, and a pedal attached to the crank arm, the drive train being

rotatably supported by the frame, and a slave sprocket fixed to the flywheel at the

hub, with the drive and slave sprockets connected in a direct-drive relationship, the

drive train driveable in asforward and rearward directions to cause the flywheel to

rotate; \

a clutch positioned in engagement with the slave sprocket and the hub creating

a frictional engagement between the sprocket and the hub, and creating a break-free

force; and

wherein when said drive trainis actuated in the forward direction, the slave

sprocket and the hub move togethef, and\wh@n the drive train is actuated in the

rearward direction and overcomes the breakrfree force, the clutch mechanism slips

// A
between the slave sprocket and the hub, al^owipg the slave sprocket and the flywheel

to move independently of on/anotherf

2. An exercise bicycle as aefined in claim 1, therein

the slave sprocket defines a sprocket collar mounted on the hub and defines an

engagement collar;

a one-way bearing mounted between the sprocket cellar and the hub to allow

the sprocket collar to drive the hub when the sprocket collar fs driven in a forward

direction, and to allow the sprocket collar to spin independently^ the hub when the

sprocket collar is driven in the rearward direction;

an engagement flange fixedly mounted on the hub corresponding to the

engagement collar;

compression means mounted on said flywheel to bias the flange aiJj the collar

towards one another:
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a clutch material member positioned between said engagement flange and said

collar, and clamped therebetween by the compression means to cause the engagement

flange to move in conjunction with the sprocket collar, the engagement creating a

1 5 break-frefeforce required to cause the sprocket collar to move independently of the

engagemen\flange; and

wherein, when said drive train is actuated in the forward direction, the

sprocket collar and the engagement flange move together, and when the drive train is

actuated in the rearward direction and overcomes the break-free force, the

20 engagement flange shps with respect to the collar, allowing the sprocket collar and the

flywheel to move independently of one another.

! £f 3. An exercise bicyclb as defined in claim 1, wherein:

iu V
^4 the slave sprocket defines a sprocket collar mounted on the hub and defines an
'nasi1 \ .

y inner and outer engagement collars;

ijl \
I

f § a one-way bearing mountedkoetween the sprocket collar and the hub to allow

i*^ / \ ff^ 5 the sprocket collar to drive the hub when the sprocket collar is driven in a forward

;;3 direction, and to allow the sprocket coha^ spin freely on the hub when the sprocket

J: collar is driven in the rearward direction^

an inner engagemeik flange f^ecfly mounted/on the hub corresponding to the

inner engagement collar, ands^n outer er{gagemgnt flange fixedly mounted on the hub

10 corresponding to the outer engagement collar;

compression means mounted on said flywheel to bias the inner flange and the

inner collar towards one another, and to bias the outer^flange and the outer collar

towards one another;

a clutch material member positioned between said\>uter engagement flange

1 5 and said outer collar, and between said inner engagement flange and said inner collar,

and clamped therebetween by the compression means to causkthe inner and outer

engagement flanges to move in conjunction with the sprocket collar, the engagement

creating a break-free force required to cause the sprocket collar to^move

independently of inner and outer engagement flanges; and

20 wherein, when said drive train is actuated in the forward direction, the

sprocket collar and the inner and outer flanges move together, and when the drive

train is actuated in the rearward direction and overcomes the break-free forc\ the
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\iiner and outer engagement flanges slip with respect to the inner and outer collars,

allowing the sprocket collar and the flywheel to move independently of one another.

4. \ An exercise bicycle as defined in claim 2, wherein said compression means is

a Belleville washer.

5. An exercise bicycle as defined in claim 2, wherein said compression means is

a plurality of Belleville washers.

6. An exercise bicycle as defined in claim 5, wherein said compression means is

two Belleville wkshers positioned back-to-back.

7. An exercis^bicycle as defined in claim 2, wherein said compression means is

an elastomeric material

8. An exercise bicycle as defined in claim 3, wherein said compression means is

a Belleville washer. \

9. An exercise bicycle as defined in claim 3, wherein said compression means is

a plurality of Belleville washers. \

10. An exercise bicycle as defined in claim 8, wherein said compression means is

two Belleville washers positioned backHo-baj^KT N
11. An exercise bicycle as defined imclaim 3, wKerein said compression means is

an elastomeric material. / \ Jf

12. An exercise bicycle as defined in claimY/wherein:

the slave sprocket defines a sprocket^eo^laXmounted on the hub including an

engagement collar;

^V^^^ (

a one-way bearing mounted between tn^sgrockefcollar and the hub to allow

the sprocket collar to drive the hub when the sprocket collar is driven in a forward

direction, and to allow the sprocket collar to spin independently on the hub when the

sprocket collar is driven in the rearward direction; \

a band brake fixedly mounted on the flywheel, the band Drake having a belt

attached to a housing, the belt frictionally engaging the engagement collar which

causes the flywheel to move in conjunction with the sprocket collar, and creating a

break-free force required to cause the belt to slip on the engagement collar allowing

the sprocket collar to move independently of the flywheel; and \

wherein, when said drive train is actuated in the forward direction, the

sprocket collar and the flywheel move together, and when the drive train is actuated in
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tfte rearward direction and overcomes the break-free force, the band slips with respect

to tfte engagement collar, allowing the sprocket collar and the flywheel to move

independently of one another.

1 3 . Ah exercise bicycle as defined in claim 1 , wherein:

the slave sprocket defines a sprocket collar mounted on the hub including an

engagement coliar;

a one-way bearing mounted between the sprocket collar and the hub to allow

the sprocket collar to drive the axle when the sprocket collar is driven in a forward

direction, and to allow th^sprocket collar to spin independently on the axle when the

sprocket collar is driven in me^earward direction;

a compression brake fixedly mounted on the flywheel, the compression brake

having an arcuate compression memb^ftictjoftal^engaging the engagement collar

which causes the flywheel to move in^cpfyunction \yith the sprocket collar, and

creating a break-free force required Xo causevthe arcuate compression member to slip

on the engagement collar allowing the sprocket collar to move independently of the

flywheel; and

^
wherein, when said drive train is actuated/n the forward direction, the

sprocket collar and the flywheel move together/And when the drive train is actuated in

the rearward direction and overcomes the break-jfree force, the arcuate compression

member slips with respect to the engagement coliar^airowing the sprocket collar and

the flywheel to move independently of one another.

14. A free-wheel clutch mechanism for an exercise bicycle, the bicycle having a

frame, and a high-inertia flywheel having a hub at a center of rotation, the flywheel

being rotatably supported on the frame at the hub, a drive train supported on the frame

and engaged with the flywheel and driveable in a forward and rearward directions to

cause the flywheel to rotate, the clutch mechanism comprising:

a slave sprocket fixed to the flywheel at the hub, the slave sprocket defining a

sprocket collar which defines an engagement collar;

a clutch positioned in engagement with the slave sprocket and the hub creating

a factional engagement between the sprocket and the hub, and creating a break-free

force; and
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wherein when said drive train is actuated in the forward direction, the slave

sprocketed the hub move together, and when the drive train is actuated in the

Y
rearward direction and overcomes the break-free force, the clutch mechanism slips

between the \\ave sprocket and the hub, allowing the slave sprocket and the flywheel

1 5 to move independently of one another.

15. A clutch mechanism as defined in claim 14, wherein said clutch is self-

adjusting. \

16. An exercise bicycle as defined in claim 1, wherein said clutch is self-adjusting.

17. A frame for an exercise bicycle comprising:

a front support;

a rear support;

a brace member extending between said front and rear ground supports;

5 front forks having a top end and a bottom end, and attached at the bottom end

to said front ground support, and rotataW^upborting a high-inertia flywheel;

a rear post having a top men^be^and a bottom member, said top member

attaching to said bottom member in a rear^f&et overlapping manner, said rear post

defining a top end and a bottom ^end, and lje$ng attached at the bottom end to said

10 brace member;

an articulated beam attacltetfto and extending from said top end of said front

forks downwardly and rearwardly to a midpoint between said front forks and said rear

post, then extending horizontally to said rear post at^said intersection of said top and

bottom members of said rear post;

1 5 a rear truss extending from said top member of sai^i rear post to said rear

support;

a handlebar attached at the top end of said front forks^

a seat attached at the top end of said rear post;

a front area defined by the front forks, articulated beam, reaj* post and brace

20 member forming a five-sided polygon; and

a rear area defined by the rear post, rear truss, and brace member^forming a

five-sided polygon.

18. A frame for an exercise bicycle as defined in 1 7, wherein:

r^ronm:
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the high-inertia flywheel has a hub at a center of rotation, the flywheel being

rotatabl\ supported on the frame at the hub, and further comprises:

a dtive train, including a drive sprocket, a crank arm attached to and extending

from the drive sprocket, and a pedal attached to the crank arm, the drive train being

rotatably supported by the frame, and a slave sprocket fixed to the flywheel at the

hub, with the driv\and slave sprockets connected in a direct-drive relationship, the

drive train driveable hj a forward and rearward directions to cause the flywheel to

rotate;

a clutch positioned\n engagement with the slave sprocket and the hub creating

a frictional engagement between the sprocket and the hub, and creating a break-free

force; and

wherein when said drive trkfii is actuated in the forward direction, the slave

sprocket and the hub move togetner,^nd/when the drive train is actuated in the

rearward direction and overcomes the^eak-free force, the clutch mechanism slips

between the slave sprocket and the^mji), allowing the slave sprocket and the flywheel

to move independently of one another

19. A clutch mechanism for a rotary-driveAmechanism having a hub and a drive

train driveable in a forward and rearward directions to cause the mechanism to rotate,

the clutch mechanism comprising:

a slave sprocket fixed to the flywheel at the hub;

a clutch positioned in engagement with the slava sprocket and the hub creating

a frictional engagement between the sprocket and the hub\and creating a break-free

force; and

wherein when said drive train is actuated in the forward direction, the slave

sprocket and the hub move together, and when the drive train isWtuated in the

rearward direction and overcomes the break-free force, the clutcl^mechanism slips

between the slave sprocket and the hub, allowing the slave sprocker\and the flywheel

to move independently of one another.

20. A clutch mechanism as defined in claim 19, wherein:

the slave sprocket defines a sprocket collar mounted on the hub ariisj defines an

engagement collar;
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a one-way bearing mounted between the sprocket collar and the hub to allow

the sprocket collar to drive the hub when the sprocket collar is driven in a forward

direction/and to allow the sprocket collar to spin independently of the hub when the

sprocket collar is driven in the rearward direction;

an engagement flange fixedly mounted on the hub corresponding to the

engagement collar

compressiommeans mounted on said flywheel to bias the flange and the collar

towards one another;

a clutch material diember positioned between said engagement flange and said

collar, and clamped therebetween by the compression means to cause the engagement

flange to move in conjunction with the sprocket collar, the engagement creating a

break-free force required to cause tlje sprocket collar to move independently of the

engagement flange; and

wherein, when said drive train i^act^fted in the forward direction, the

sprocket collar and the engagement flange\nove together, and when the drive train is

actuated in the rearward direction and overcomes me break-free force, the

engagement flange slips with respeckto tire cojlar, allowing the sprocket collar and the

flywheel to move independently of one another. \

21. A clutch mechanism as defined in claim 1 9, wherein:

the slave sprocket defines a sprocket collar mounted on the hub and defines an

inner and outer engagement collars; \

a one-way bearing mounted between the sprocket collar and the hub to allow

the sprocket collar to drive the hub when the sprocket collar isNdriven in a forward

direction, and to allow the sprocket collar to spin freely on the hub when the sprocket

collar is driven in the rearward direction; \

an inner engagement flange fixedly mounted on the hub corresponding to the

inner engagement collar, and an outer engagement flange fixedly mounted on the hub

corresponding to the outer engagement collar; \

compression means mounted on said flywheel to bias the inner flange and the

inner collar towards one another, and to bias the outer flange and the outer collar

towards one another; \
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a clutch material member positioned between said outer engagement flange

and s&d outer collar, and between said inner engagement flange and said inner collar,

and clamped therebetween by the compression means to cause the inner and outer

engagement flanges to move in conjunction with the sprocket collar, the engagement

creating a break-free force required to cause the sprocket collar to move

independently^" inner and outer engagement flanges; and

wherein,\vhen said drive train is actuated in the forward direction, the

sprocket collar andNhe inner and outer flanges move together, and when the drive

train is actuated in thevrearward direction and overcomes the break-free force, the

inner and outer engagement flanges slip with respect to the inner and outer collars,

allowing the sprocket collar\and the flywheel to move independently of one another.

22. A clutch mechanism as^defined in claim 20, wherein said compression means

is a Belleville washer.

23. A clutch mechanism as defined in claim 20, wherein said compression means

is a plurality of Belleville washers. \X
]

24. A clutch mechanism as defined in clapi 23, wherein said compression means

is two Belleville washers positioned back-tj/back.

25. A clutch mechanism as definedin claim 2$ wherein said compression means

is an elastomeric material.

26. A clutch mechanism as defined in claim 2\1 , wherein said compression means

is a Belleville washer.
\^

27. A clutch mechanism as defined in claim 21, wherein said compression means

is a plurality of Belleville washers.
\^

28. ' A clutch mechanism as defined in claim 26, wherein said compression means

is two Belleville washers positioned back-to-back. \^
29. A clutch mechanism as defined in claim 21, wherein said compression means

is an elastomeric material.

30. A clutch mechanism as defined in claim 19, wherein:

the slave sprocket defines a sprocket collar mounted on the hub including an

engagement collar;

A.
a one-way bearing mounted between the sprocket collar and the hub to allow

the sprocket collar to drive the hub when the sprocket collar is driven in a forward
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direction, and to allow the sprocket collar to spin independently on the hub when the

sprocket collar is driven in the rearward direction;

band brake fixedly mounted on the flywheel, the band brake having a belt

attached to a housing, the belt fractionally engaging the engagement collar which

10 causes the Jlywheel to move in conjunction with the sprocket collar, and creating a

break-free force required to cause the belt to slip on the engagement collar allowing

the sprocket collar to move independently of the flywheel; and

wherein, wien said drive train is actuated in the forward direction, the

sprocket collar and the flywheel move together, and when the drive train is actuated in

1 5 the rearward direction and overcomes the break-free force, the band slips with respect

to the engagement collar, allowing the sprocket collar and the flywheel to move

independently of one another

31. A clutch mechanism as (defined in claim 1 9, wherein:

the slave sprocket defines^spro^Jee^collar mounted on the hub including an

engagement collar;

a one-way bearing mounted" betwe^fi the sprocket collar and the hub to allow

& 5 the sprocket collar to drive the axle whenthe spropket collar is driven in a forward

5 • ( S \ \ /n direction, and to allow the sprooketxollar tovspin independently on the axle when the

~ sprocket collar is driven in the rearward directiori;

a compression brake fixedly mounted on the flywheel, the compression brake

having an arcuate compression member frictionallyWgaging the engagement collar

\
10 which causes the flywheel to move in conjunction witlrthe sprocket collar, and

creating a break-free force required to cause the arcuate compression member to slip

\
on the engagement collar allowing the sprocket collar to move independently of the

flywheel; and

wherein, when said drive train is actuated in the forward\direction, the

1 5 sprocket collar and the flywheel move together, and when the drive train is actuated in

the rearward direction and overcomes the break-free force, the arcuate compression

member slips with respect to the engagement collar, allowing the sprocket collar and

the flywheel to move independently of one another.
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